Although interactions between backpropagating action potentials and synaptic stimulations have been extensively studied in pyramidal neurons, dendritic propagation and the summation of these signals in interneurons are not nearly as well known. In this study, twophoton imaging was used to explore the basic properties of dendritic calcium signaling in CA1 stratum radiatum interneurons. In contrast to hippocampal pyramidal neurons, the backpropagating action potential-evoked calcium transients in dendrites of interneurons underwent a distance-dependent increment. Although, in proximal dendrites, an increment could be attributed to a smaller dendrite diameter, distal dendrites did not show such dependence. Calcium responses in interneurons had a smaller amplitude, slower rise time, and decay than in pyramidal neurons. To explore the factors underlying the difference, we compared the calcium-binding capacity in interneurons and in pyramidal neurons. Our finding that endogenous calcium buffers had a higher level in interneurons may primarily explain the different kinetics and amplitudes of calcium transients. Synaptic stimulation-evoked calcium transients were also larger at distant dendritic locations. The spread of these signals was restricted to 12-13 m long dendritic compartments. Supporting the reported lack of long-term potentiation in these interneurons, we found only sublinear or linear summations of calcium responses to coincident synaptic inputs and backpropagating spikes.
Introduction
Interplay between current synaptic activity and traces of previous activities may occur by the nonlinear summation of backpropagating action potentials (bAPs) and synaptic responses (Stuart and Sakmann, 1994; Stuart et al., 1997; Häusser et al., 2000) . Active conductances in dendrites further increase the computational power of some neural systems (Yuste and Tank, 1996; Golding et al., 2002) . The major sources of the calcium rise evoked by invasions of action potentials are the dendritic voltagesensitive calcium channels (VSCCs) in pyramidal neurons (Yuste and Denk, 1995; Schiller et al., 1998) . VSCCs have a variable density and function along the dendrites of CA1 pyramidal neurons (Isomura et al., 2002) . In hippocampal pyramidal neurons, coincident bAPs and synaptic stimulations can induce spine calcium rises larger than the linear combination of the individual signals (Yuste and Denk, 1995; Koester and Sakmann, 1998; Schiller et al., 1998) . NMDA receptors may account for a large part of the supralinearity of the calcium increase during coincident stimulations (Schiller et al., 1998) . Although supralinear interactions between bAPs and synaptic inputs appear to support the current models of long-term potentiation (LTP) (Magee and Johnston, 1997; Stuart and Häusser, 2001) , sublinear summation probably underlies long-term depression (LTD) (Linden, 1999) .
Hippocampal CA1 and neocortical pyramidal neurons show a distance-dependent reduction in the amplitude of subsequent bAPs and in the evoked calcium transients in dendrites (Stuart and Sakmann, 1994; Spruston et al., 1995; Helmchen et al., 1999; Golding et al., 2002) . Although, in the neocortical layer, 2/3 pyramidal neurons bAP-evoked calcium transients are undetectable at a 140 -150 m distance from the soma , in CA1 pyramidal neurons, the distance-dependent decline of calcium signals is relatively smaller at similar distances (Spruston et al., 1995) . Attenuation of back-reporting signals stands parallel with the opposite scaling of synaptic potentials (Stuart et al., 1997) . Various types of interneurons in the cerebral cortex also show the decremental scaling of bAP-evoked calcium signals up to 150 -200 m from the soma (Kaiser et al., 2001; Goldberg et al., 2003a) . Dendritic bAPs are subject to modulation by various factors. Decrement of bAP-evoked dendritic calcium signals can be modified by cholinergic and GABAergic receptor activation Ross, 1996, 1997; Xiong and Chen, 2002) .
GABA-containing interneurons of the hippocampus provide crucial inhibition of projection cells to control their excitability, which leads to the synchronization of network activity (Freund and Buzsaky, 1996) . Dendrites of CA1 interneurons are variably covered by excitatory and inhibitory synapses (Gulyas et al., 1999) . However, scaling of synaptic activity and synaptic interactions with bAPs in dendrites of hippocampal interneurons are much less known. In the present work, we studied bAP-induced and synaptic stimulation-induced calcium signals in CA1 stratum radiatum interneurons. The main goal of this work was to understand the rules of local calcium mobilization by synaptic inputs and bAPs in different parts of the dendritic tree that shape neural integration in dendrites of CA1 stratum radiatum interneurons.
Materials and Methods
Slice preparation. Transverse slices (300 m) containing the hippocampus from 16-to 19-d-old Wistar rats were dissected as described previously (Zelles et al., 2001 ). Brain slices were placed in artificial CSF (ACSF) containing (in mM): 127 NaCl, 25 NaHCO 3 , 25 D-glucose, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl 2 , 1 MgCl 2 , and 1.25 NaH 2 PO 4 , and incubated for 30 min at 34°C. Slices were left at room temperature for Ն45 min before use.
Electrophysiology. Interneurons in the stratum radiatum of the CA1 hippocampal subfield were visualized under video infrared-differential interference contrast. Patch pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass (1.2 mm OD; Harvard Instruments, March-Hugstetten, Germany). For current-clamp recordings, 5-9 M⍀ electrodes were filled with 125 mM K-gluconate, 20 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM Di-Tris-salt phosphocreatine, 0.3 mM Na-GTP, 4 mM Mg-ATP, 10 mM NaCl, and 112/37 M Oregon Green BAPTA-1. Cells with an initial resting membrane potential that was more negative than Ϫ50 mV were accepted. In most cases, five backpropagating action potentials were evoked by somatic current injection (90 -170 pA; 15 msec; 5 APs; 29 Hz) to induce dendritic calcium responses, because this provided a highly reproducible peak and a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. Spike half-width did not change significantly during the experiment. Synaptic stimulation was performed with a unipolar glass microelectrode filled with ACSF. The electrode was positioned at 10 -20 m from the dendrite, and the injected current (6 -20 A; 0.1 msec duration) was delivered by a stimulator (Supertech, Budapest, Hungary). Stimulus intensity was always maintained at a minimum to reach the threshold of synaptic responses. In each cell, we made 12 Ϯ 1.7 (mean Ϯ SEM) trials in average to confirm the presence of successes and failures. Data acquisition and analysis were performed using pClamp8 (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA).
Two-photon imaging. Imaging was performed using a custom-made, two-photon, laser-scanning system consisting of a modified confocal microscope (Fluoview; Olympus, Hamburg, Germany) following the design of Karel Svoboda (Nimchinsky et al., 2001 ) and a titanium-sapphire laser (Millenia/Tsunami; SpectraPhysics, Fremont, CA) providing 100 fsec pulses at 80 MHz at a wavelength of 820 -840 nm. Detection was performed in both epifluorescence and transfluorescence mode using external photomultiplier tubes (R3896; Hamamatsu, Herrsching, Germany). Colored glass filters (BG39; CVI Technical Optics) and dichroic mirrors (750DCSX, 750DCXXR; Chroma Technology, Brattleboro, VT) were used to separate emitted fluorescence from excitation light. To minimize photodamage, the intensity of the excitation laser light was always maintained at the minimum required to attain sufficient signalto-noise ratio. This intensity enabled us to perform continuous line scans over a dendrite for 10 min without photodamage or photobleaching, which corresponds the total recording time during an experiment. Hightime resolution fluorescence measurements were obtained in line-scan mode (6,144 msec temporal resolution) after zooming onto a dendritic section. Data recording started 20 -25 min after break-in. During the experiments, the amplitude of bAP-evoked calcium signals decreased with time because of the continuous loading. Our observations are in agreement with those of Sabatini et al. (2002) . To avoid errors in the estimation of the amplitude measured at different time points, we performed line-scan recordings at different locations randomly in time. The ratio of amplitudes of bAP-evoked calcium transients at two different locations remained constant in time, despite the time-dependent decline in the amplitude that was observed in both points (n ϭ 2). Therefore, we repeatedly recorded bAP-evoked calcium responses at a particular distance (usually 40 -50 m from the soma) and used it as a reference point for time-lapse amplitude normalization. In this way, the effect of time was mostly eliminated from the estimation of transient amplitudes during the course of the experiments. At the end of each experiment, a series of images across the depth of the volume encompassing the imaged neuron was taken. Image data were analyzed off-line using a custom-made program written in Matlab. Fluorescence traces are expressed as relative fluorescence changes [⌬F/F ϭ (F Ϫ F 0 )/F 0 ], where F 0 is the backgroundcorrected prestimulus fluorescence. Amplitude of the calcium transient was determined by the averaging of 30 data points at approximately the largest ⌬F/F value of the transient. In a set of experiments, changes in fluorescence were converted to calcium concentrations. For transient change in the concentration of the calcium, the following equation (Maravall et al., 2000) is used:
where f 0 is the fluorescence intensity at rest, f max is the intensity when Oregon Green BAPTA-1 is completely bound to calcium, K D (F ) is the dissociation constant (206 nM) (Maravall et al., 2000) , ␦f is the relative change in fluorescence, and ␦f max is the maximum change in the fluorescence of the indicator after a saturating calcium influx. We measured ␦f max values by inducing trains of action potentials (56 Hz; 20 APs). ␦f max was 1.6 Ϯ 0.2 (mean Ϯ SD), R f is the ratio of maximal and minimal fluorescence, and R f values were calculated in situ (R f , 3.68 Ϯ 0.89) and in cuvette (R f , 8.02 Ϯ 1.6). The resting calcium concentration can be calculated from the following:
We estimated the calcium-binding capacity from the ratio of the change in a free calcium concentration (⌬[Ca 2ϩ ]) and the change in a concentration of calcium bound to the fluorophore (⌬[FCa]) for pyramidal neurons and interneurons (Neher and Augustine, 1992) :
where [Ca 2ϩ ] 0 and [Ca 2ϩ ] peak are the calcium levels at rest and after the calcium inflow, and [F] tot is the total concentration of the fluorescent dye. We plotted 1/⌬Ca 2ϩ as a function of F ; and the endogenous calcium-binding capacity ( B ) was computed from the intersection of the fit with the x-axis.
Modeling calcium dynamics in dendrites of interneurons. Diffusion was modeled as a random walk process, with each calcium ion moving in the xyz dimensions independently of other molecules. That is, during every time step (⌬t), an ion moves in either direction with the same probability. Consequently, it ends up in one of two locations with the probability, P, and remains at its initial site with the probability 1-2⅐P. The same process also occurs in the y or z directions. After a large number of time steps, the probability of finding the molecule at any grid point in space will approach a Gaussian distribution centered at approximately the point of departure, and, overall, the calcium ion spreads in three dimensions with an effective diffusion coefficient, D Ca .
To assure that D Ca has the value of 0.223 (Helmchen, 1999) , ⌬t was calculated directly from Equation 1. (⌬t is in the order of 20 nsec). Steady-state level of buffers and calcium ions was calculated using the following equations: 
for X ϭ B or X ϭ F. k inX was 1 ϫ 10 8 M Ϫ1 /sec for X ϭ B (Sabatini and Regehr, 1998) and 5 [times 10 8 M Ϫ1 /sec for X ϭ F (Sabatini and Regehr, 1998) B) was set to 50 M (Sabatini and Regehr, 1998) . Factors of calcium entry and removal were calculated as follows:
where I Ca N is the calcium current, ␥[Ca] is the uptake of calcium, and I leak is the leak current into the intracellular space. For a single free molecule in the matrix, the probability ( P) of the binding of the calcium indicator or endogenous buffer molecule is given by the following:
where c 1 is the concentration of one molecule in the matrix. For the unbinding of calcium from the buffer or the fluorophore, the probability becomes:
Increasing the number of molecules to m, it becomes equal to:
Volume of the model dendrite was segregated into cells, and each cell contained three subcells for Ca, BCa, and FCa. The number of molecules in these subcells was N Ca , N BCa , and N FCa . Calcium ions freely moved between cells. For movement from one subcell, transient probability for X ϭ B or X ϭ F was calculated as follows:
For movement into one subcell, transient probability was calculated as follows:
where the calculated total number of buffers or fluorophores in one subcell was N Btot and N Ftot . Removal of calcium ions was calculated as an uptake process only over the surface of the dendrite as:
where ␥ is the constant for the uptake. The model of calcium dynamics was set in balance using a probability of leak calcium flow:
Before the simulation of calcium transients, the model reaches a dynamic steady state for Ca, BCa, and FCa. Calcium influx in response to the arrival of action potentials was modeled with the above probabilities in matrix cells located at the membrane of the dendrite for the mean open time of VSCCs. Parameters ( and ␥) were set to describe the averaged traces obtained from pyramidal neurons. Leak current () was set to maintain a provided resting calcium concentration (40 nM for pyramidal neurons, 80 nM for interneurons). Endogenous calcium buffer concentration was assumed in the range of 1 to 5 mM. On a longer time scale, we changed the value of B tot and selected the best fitting run to the experimentally recorded transient that was used to estimate the calcium binding in interneurons in relation to pyramidal neurons.
Results

Backpropagating action potentials evoked calcium transients in dendrites of stratum radiatum interneurons
We performed combined electrophysiology and imaging experiments to characterize bAP-evoked calcium dynamics of dendrites of interneurons located in the stratum radiatum of the CA1 hippocampal region. Cell bodies were targeted with a patch electrode containing the high-affinity indicator Oregon Green BAPTA-1 at 112 M (Fig. 1 A) . We performed current injections into the somata of interneurons to induce action potentials that propagated to the dendrites and evoked calcium transients ( Fig. 1 B) . Single action potentials caused calcium accumulations with small amplitude ( Fig. 1 B) . Because of the higher signal-to-noise ratio for trains, we used five action potentials (29 Hz) to further study dendritic calcium dynamics. Trains seem to be more sensitive indicators of dendritic scaling of bAP-evoked calcium transients than single action potentials (Spruston et al., 1995; Svoboda et al., 1999) . Longer trains at higher frequencies (56 Hz) caused substantially larger transients, suggesting that the five action potential-evoked calcium transients were not saturated in average ( Fig. 1 B) . Cadmium chloride (100 M) caused a near-total block of the calcium rise without affecting the generation of action potentials. This finding suggests that VSCCs mediated most of the dendritic calcium influx in response to bAPs (Fig. 1C) .
Distance-dependent scaling of calcium transients evoked by backpropagating spikes
Using the high-speed line-scan mode, we performed experiments to compare the relative amplitudes of bAP-evoked calcium transients along the dendrite (Fig.  2 A) . To normalize the amplitude of the evoked transients during the time course of the experiment, we repeatedly measured transients in a reference point and in a distant location of the dendrite. The ratio of transient amplitudes was relatively stable, which subsequently helped us use the reference point (at 40 -50 m distance) for the time-lapse normalization of data ( Fig.  2 B) . Surprisingly, the amplitude of the dendritic calcium transient evoked by five bAPs (29 Hz) was incremental up to a 150 -160 m distance from the soma (n ϭ 13 cells) (Fig. 2C,D) . Single action potential-evoked calcium transients also exhibited incremental scaling; ratios of five AP-and single AP-evoked calcium transients did not show a significant tendency to increase or decrease with distance from the soma (data not shown). Evoking 500 msec duration, 56 Hz trains of action potentials, the dendritic distribution of bAP-evoked calcium transients remained incremental (n ϭ 2 cells; data not shown). The dendritic distribution of decay kinetics of bAP-evoked calcium transients showed very weak dependence on the distance from the soma independently on the dye concentration (Fig. 2 E) . As expected, the use of 37 M dye concentration revealed faster decay kinetics than the 112 M concentration. Nevertheless, the fast decay of calcium transients was found at virtually every distance, indicating that the possible fluctuation of calcium buffers alone did not determine the amplitude of these transients. We analyzed the relationship between dendrite diameter and the peak of the bAP-evoked calcium transients. Responses were separated into a far group (70 -120 m from the soma) and a close group (10 -60 m from the soma). Close dendrites had a relatively wide range of diameters and transient amplitudes with a clear tendency for having smaller amplitudes in thicker dendrites (Fig. 2 F) . Most of the far dendrites in our experiments had a diameter of 0.5-1 m; however, the amplitudes of calcium transients still showed a rather homogenous distribution ranging from one of the smallest to the highest amplitude (Fig. 2 F) . These results revealed that dendritic calcium dynamics of these interneurons might be differently influenced by the diameter of the dendrite at different distances from the soma. Although close, most proximal sections exhibited a clear relationship between amplitude and diameter; more distant locations appeared to be independent on dendrite diameter. Overall, we can conclude that both diameter and distance from the soma in fact shape the distal increment in bAP-evoked calcium transients. To test to what extent the larger dendrite diameter causes a decrease in the amplitude of the local calcium transients, we performed Monte Carlo simulations of calcium dynamics assuming various dendrite diameters and constant VSCC density. This model confirmed the relationship between diameter and amplitude ( Fig.  2 F, gray line) , which was similar to the experimentally observed relationship for close dendrites. These data suggest the primary role of the dendrite diameter in the distance-dependent scaling of bAP-evoked calcium transients in the more proximal parts of dendrites.
Analysis of dendritic calcium transient waveforms
To characterize the bAP-evoked dendritic calcium transients, we further analyzed the main determinants of the response waveform and performed comparisons to pyramidal neurons under The zero point for distance dependence is the center of the soma; therefore, amplitudes corresponding to the first 5-8 m represent somatic responses to action potentials. Timedependent variability of amplitudes was normalized to the peak of calcium transients repeatedly measured at 40 -50 m distance from soma. E, Transient decay kinetics slightly depended on the distance from the soma using 112 M (filled circles) Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (linear regression; gray line). Using 37 M dye concentration (open circles), the relationship between distance and decay still showed only a weak dependence (linear regression; black line). F, The relationship between distance dependence and dendrite diameter. Amplitudes of calcium transients measured at distal locations 70 -120 m from the soma (filled circles), and proximal locations at a distance of 10 -60 m (open circles) are plotted against the dendrite diameter. Amplitudes of calcium transients clearly depended on the diameter of the dendrite for close sites; higher peaks were observed in thin dendrites. The black trend line shows the regression of all data points (A ϭ 1.44 Ϯ 0.06; B ϭϪ0.21 Ϯ 0.04; R, Ϫ0.44), and the gray line is a result of a Monte Carlo simulation of calcium dynamics in dendrites with various diameters with assumed equal ion channel densities.
the same buffering conditions. Given the variability of calcium transients measured with different dyes or different concentrations of the dye (Kaiser et al., 2001; Sabatini et al., 2002) , identical conditions for amplitude measurement of calcium transients are essential for the comparison of cell types. Despite the difficulty to specify "equivalent" dendritic sections between interneurons and pyramidal neurons, we sampled structures having similar geometrical constraints in the two cell types by focusing our measurements on 2 m diameter dendrites with a similar distance from the soma (50 -60 m). For a complete comparison of the dendritic structure between cell types, we also measured transients in spines of both interneurons and pyramidal neurons in these experiments. We note that in spiny interneurons (75%), only a few protrusions were observed. Overall, calcium transients in dendrites of interneurons were smaller and slower compared with similar signals recorded in pyramidal neurons (Fig. 3A) . Average decay time constants and rise times of these responses in the two cell types were substantially different (Fig. 3 A, B) . In hippocampal pyramidal neurons, bAP-evoked calcium transients followed double exponential decay kinetics (n ϭ 5). In interneuron dendrites and spines, intracellular bAP-evoked calcium transients also decayed with double exponential time constants containing a fast component and a slow component (n ϭ 9). The fast component of the decay was considerably shorter in pyramidal neurons, whereas the slow component was shorter in the spines of interneurons (Fig. 3B) . The peak of calcium transients was smaller in interneurons, which indicates that normalization to the peak for an interneuron and a pyramidal neuron pair would result in a substantially slower decay for interneurons. Rise time of calcium responses was shorter in pyramidal neurons (Fig. 3B) . These data suggest that bAP-evoked calcium signaling in interneurons has a wider time window for interactions with other incoming signals in the dendrite than in pyramidal neurons. These characteristics of interneurons may influence their synaptic plasticity. We speculated as to whether the difference in decay kinetics in interneurons might be attributable to the variability of calcium buffering by endogenous calcium stores. To address the extent to which intracellular calcium stores contribute to bAP-induced calcium transients, we used thapsigargin to block calcium-ATPase and depleted the internal stores. After thapsigargin pretreatment (1 M; perfusion started 12 min before the measurements), bAP-evoked calcium transients were recorded in spines and dendrites of interneurons (n ϭ 5) and pyramidal neurons (n ϭ 4). It was found that 12 min completely abolished a caffeine-induced elevation in the intracellular calcium level (data not shown). In interneurons, we found no significant interaction between control and thapsigargin-treated groups in decay kinetics, peak amplitude, or rise time of calcium transients in spines and dendrites (Fig. 4 A) . These data suggest that intracellular calcium stores do not contribute to bAP-evoked calcium transients in interneurons. In pyramidal neurons, the mean amplitude of the bAP-evoked calcium rise was reduced significantly ( p Ͻ 0.01), by 20% in the spine and by 18% in the shaft, after the stores had been depleted (Fig. 4 B) . Decay kinetics remained double exponential for both spines and dendritic shafts in the presence of thapsigargin.
Higher level of endogenous calcium buffers shapes the calcium transients in interneurons
To explore the factors underlying the different response waveforms in pyramidal neurons and interneurons, we performed digital filtering of bAP-evoked signals recorded in a pyramidal neuron dendrite. Surprisingly, the filtered trace recorded from a pyramidal neuron provided a good fit to the transient recorded in an interneuron (Fig. 5A) . Perhaps the most obvious filtering devices in the dendrite are the endogenous calcium buffers. In addition, hippocampal interneurons contain several classes of calcium-binding proteins that may substantially contribute to the clearance of calcium after a stimulation (Freund and Buzsaky, 1996) . To determine whether the elongated bAP-evoked calcium response could be attributable to a larger endogenous buffer capacity in stratum radiatum interneurons, we estimated the endogenous calcium-binding ratio in dendritic shafts of interneurons and pyramidal neurons at a 40 -50 m distance from the soma by recording bAP-evoked calcium transients during the loading of single cells with Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (112 M) as an exogenous calcium buffer (Neher and Augustine, 1992; Helmchen et al., 1996; Maravall et al., 2000) . To ensure consistency across experiments, data of bAP-evoked transients were involved in the analysis if three criteria were met: (1) loading curve (amplitude vs time) was described with a single exponential fit; (2) data fell into a 40 min time window used for analysis; and (3) (⌬F/F ) max values, determined by stimulations with trains, did not decline in reporting the vitality of cells (Fig. 5 B, C) . We also determined the resting intracellular calcium concentration, which was 37.1 Ϯ 9 nM (2 cells, 8 regions) in pyramidal neurons, in close agreement with Maravall et al. (2000) , whereas it was 81.4 Ϯ 28 nM (13 cells, 43 regions) in interneurons. The negative x-axis intercept provided the estimation of the endogenous calcium-binding ratio B , because the calcium transient amplitude depends on the amount of the loaded indicator (Fig. 5D) . We found the value of calcium-binding capacity () of 27 Ϯ 16 (2 cells, 8 regions) in the case of CA1 pyramidal neurons. In interneurons, endogenous buffers were characterized by ϭ 71 Ϯ 17 (mean Ϯ SEM; 13 cells, 43 regions). Thus, the ratio of calciumbinding capacities of pyramidal neurons and interneurons was 1:2.6.
Next, on the basis of this cell-type difference between calciumbinding capacities, we established computer models to estimate the effect of this factor on the bAP-evoked calcium transients in pyramidal neurons and interneurons. We performed Monte Carlo simulations of dendritic calcium diffusion in the volume of dendrites. Assuming 2 m diameter dendrites, bAP-evoked calcium transients were compared in situations with different calcium binding. The model was calculated with the effect of buffering during the rising phase of the transient. In this way, different concentrations of calcium buffers (1-4 mM) provided various attenuation of calcium signals. Major parameters of the simulations included calcium diffusion, binding to the exogenous buffer, binding to endogenous buffers, and calcium extrusion. Dendritic calcium dynamics showed marked differences between interneurons and pyramidal neurons in the model and fit well with the recorded calcium transients (Fig. 5 E, F ) . The best fitting traces for calcium transients of the pyramidal neuron and the interneuron were computed with the assumption of 1 and 4 mM of buffer, respectively. This 1:4 ratio of endogenous calcium buffer concentration between the two cell types provided a good approximation to the experimentally measured ratio (1:2.6). Therefore, this model favors the theory that the extra calciumbinding capacity in interneurons accounts for the elongated dendritic calcium transients in these cells.
Distance-dependent scaling of synaptic stimulation-evoked calcium transients
Backpropagating action potentials likely play an important role in integrating synaptic inputs by coincidence-dependent strengthening or weakening of synaptic potentials. In a set of experiments, we evoked synaptic calcium responses in dendritic shafts of interneurons by extracellular electrical stimulation. Synaptic activity evoked calcium transients with variable amplitudes . D, Estimate of the endogenous buffer capacity. Endogenous calcium-binding capacity was computed from the x-axis intercept of the fit to inverse amplitude of bAP-evoked calcium transients. E, Monte Carlo simulation of dendritic calcium dynamics assuming a 1 mM endogenous buffer concentration resulted in a model trace (gray line) that appropriately described calcium transients evoked by backpropagating spikes (5 action potentials at 29 Hz) in pyramidal neurons (black trace). F, For interneurons, the assumption of 4 mM endogenous buffer concentration provided the best fit (gray line) to a bAP-evoked calcium transient (5 action potentials at 29 Hz; black trace) using Monte Carlo simulation.
and stochastic failures (Fig. 6 A) . Analysis of the amplitude distribution of synaptically evoked calcium transients revealed the two distinct populations of responses (Fig. 6 A) . During perfusion of the slices with blockers of excitatory synaptic transmission (CNQX, 10 M; AP-5, 50 M), only failures were observed after extracellular stimulation (Fig. 6 B) . Together, these data proved that calcium transients were evoked synaptically. To estimate distance dependence, we measured calcium dynamics at multiple sites of synaptic inputs along the dendrite. We located the stimulating electrode close to (at ϳ15 m) these dendritic sites to induce local synaptic transients using equal current intensities. This was important to avoid overlapping signals between the proximal and distal sites. We found that the mean amplitude of successes (as well as of all responses) increased at distal locations in all pairs (n ϭ 5) (Fig. 6C,D) . Dendrite diameter was found to substantially influence the incremental scaling; at distal positions, the diameter was smaller in all cases than at proximal dendrites. This seems to be reflected by the amplitude of local calcium transients (Fig. 6 E) .
Compartments of synaptically evoked calcium transients in dendrites of interneurons
The fact that we could easily separate the synaptically evoked calcium transients along the dendrite initiated additional investigations on the spread of calcium signals in spine-free dendrites after extracellular stimulations. Perhaps the most appropriate experimental design of studying the extension of these signals is the scanning along a dendritic segment (Fig. 7Aa) . In this way, we could observe simultaneous responses at subsequent locations in a segment after the synaptic stimulation. Occasionally, the extracellular stimulation produced calcium responses at two different input sites 6 m apart on a 15 m long dendrite segment (Fig.  7Ab) . These inputs were randomly active in time. Calcium transients in response to synaptic activity were the largest at the input sites, where the rise time of the transient was the shortest. Calcium signals spread over adjacent sections with decreasing amplitude (Fig. 7Ac) . The wave-like spread was reflected by the increasing rise time of calcium transients measured at distant locations of the compartment (Fig. 7Ae) . Assumption of the two individual compartments was supported by their different space constants and decay time constants (Fig. 7Ad) . To quantitatively characterize the size of the synaptic calcium compartments, we measured calcium transients with increasing distance from putative input sites using subsequent line scans that crossed the dendrite (Fig. 7Ba) . This method provided a sufficient number of data to estimate the mean length of the compartment (Fig. 7Bb) . In combining all data, the spreading of synaptic calcium transients was restricted to dendritic compartments of ϳ6 m in length in one direction ( ϭ 5.9 Ϯ 0.3; mean half width, 6.9; Gaussian fit) in spine-free dendrites of stratum radiatum interneurons (Fig. 7C) .
Summation of coincident bAPs and synaptic activity
Finally, we tested the effect of the combination of the two stimulations (current injection to the soma and synaptic stimulation). Coincidence of postsynaptic depolarization and synaptic stimulation is thought to play an important role in synaptic plasticity. Stimulations (Fig. 8 A) were applied within a 5 msec time window. Dendrites appeared to separate into groups exhibiting a linear (Fig. 8 B) or sublinear (Fig. 8C ) summation of bAP-evoked and synaptic stimulation-evoked transients in stratum radiatum interneurons. The maximal difference of measured and calculated summations (Fig. 8 D) was Ϫ0.02 Ϯ 0.04 for all cells (mean Ϯ SEM; n ϭ 8). Supralinear summation was not observed in dendritic shafts (Fig. 8 D) . Summation was independent, whether one or five action potentials were applied (data not shown). Values of ⌬F/F max were also monitored in time to make sure that the saturation of fluorescent signals was avoided.
Discussion
Decremental distribution of bAP-induced calcium responses and distal boosting of synaptic events may represent an equalization effort in pyramidal neurons to avoid overamplification of incoming signals at distal sites during coincidence detection. In light of this assumption, the features of dendritic bAP-evoked and synaptically induced calcium transients in stratum radiatum interneurons are surprising and provide a distinct way to process dendritic signals. It is worth noting that, despite the large morphological and functional diversity of hippocampal interneurons (Freund and Buzsaky, 1996; Parra et al., 1998) , the enhancement for both bAPs and synaptic activity in our experiments seemed consistent across cells. ) . B, When slices were perfused with AP-5 (40 M) and CNQX (10 M) to block AMPA and NMDA receptor-mediated excitatory synaptic transmission, no success was observed in response to synaptic stimulation (sample traces). C, Synaptic stimulation induced calcium transients with different amplitudes at proximal and distal dendritic sites (sample traces). D, Mean amplitudes of the synaptically evoked responses at the two dendritic locations as a function of their distance from the soma (n ϭ 5 cells). Transients are larger at more distal dendrites (black circles) than in closer, proximal positions (gray circles). Error bars represent the within-site variability of trials (SEM). E, Dependence of amplitudes of synaptically induced calcium signals on the dendrite diameter. In these pairs (n ϭ 5 cells), more distal dendrites (black circles) were always thinner than the more proximal site (gray circles), as reflected by the negative correlation between the amplitude and dendrite diameter.
Incremental scaling of bAP-evoked calcium transients in CA1 stratum radiatum interneurons Unlike cortical and hippocampal pyramidal neurons or cortical interneurons, bAPevoked dendritic calcium transients in CA1 stratum radiatum interneurons in this study showed a distance-dependent increment of up to 150 -160 m. Although, in hippocampal pyramidal neurons, an initial increment in calcium transients was found at a distance of 50 -100 m from the soma (Callaway and Ross, 1995) , the evoked calcium signals are reported to decrease at a distance of 140 -150 m (Spruston et al., 1995) . The organization of the dendritic tree in cortical interneurons is very different from the pyramidal neurons; cortical layer 2/3 bitufted interneurons also showed distancedependent attenuation of calcium responses after the backpropagation of one to four action potentials (Kaiser et al., 2001) . In cortical fast spiking and irregular spiking interneurons, bAP-evoked calcium transients were also proximally restricted (Goldberg et al., 2003a) . The possibility still exists that propagation of action potentials may improve with distance from the soma, and thus, as a consequence, larger calcium accumulation at distal sites occurs. It has been shown recently that the amplitude of bAPs does not decline while traveling in the dendrite of hippocampal oriens-alveus interneurons (Martina et al., 2000) . However, even the assumption of nondecremental propagation of action potentials is insufficient to explain the larger bAP-evoked calcium transients in distal dendrites of stratum radiatum interneurons. It seems more likely that local amplification mechanisms of bAP-evoked events leads to the distally increased calcium response. Although proximal dendrites are more exposed to solution exchange with the recording pipette, washout of various soluble factors is not likely to explain the incremental relationship, because bAP-evoked calcium signals are decremental in pyramidal neurons and in other cell types using the same type of electrode for filling (Spruston et al., 1994; Kaiser et al., 2001; Goldberg et al., 2003a) . Lower resting levels of intracellular calcium at distal locations may result in higher ⌬F/F values. One possible candidate that may cause different resting calcium levels is certainly the endogenous calcium buffering. Endogenous buffers also influence the decay of calcium transients. Because of the linear correlation between Ca 2ϩ pumping mechanisms and intracellular Ca 2ϩ concentration, a higher Ca 2ϩ level should associate with a faster decay (Tank et al., 1995) that partly explains the slight gradient in decay time constant with distance from the soma observed in our study (Fig.  2 E) . Overall, we believe that the gradient in buffer concentration is not sufficient to fully explain the incremental scaling of bAPevoked transients. Uncaging of GABA over the dendrites of stratum radiatum interneurons revealed more functional GABA receptors at proximal dendrites (Pettit and Augustine, 2000) that may indicate a decreasing inhibitory tone at distant dendrites. Therefore, the amount of calcium that a spike can mobilize may increase distally. In addition, distance-dependent distribution of potassium currents may also contribute to the scaling of bAPevoked calcium signals (Goldberg et al., 2003a) .
Dendritic scaling of synaptically induced calcium transients
We reliably observed the distal enhancement of synaptic calcium responses in stratum radiatum interneurons at sites of up to 140 m from the soma. The distance-dependent increase in the number of NMDA receptors in the proximal dendrites of somatostatine-positive interneurons (Nyiri et al., 2003) is in line with our observations that synaptically induced calcium responses are larger at distant locations. Supporting this, a distally directed gradient of glutamate receptors in stratum radiatum interneurons has been reported previously (Pettit and Augustine, 2000) . The larger synaptic responses and occasional calcium spikes at distal dendritic sites of pyramidal neurons are likely Figure 7 . Synaptic calcium responses are organized into functional dendritic compartments. A, Scanning along the dendrite revealed two independent and compartmentalized synaptic inputs in a representative experiment. a, Representative line scan images of successes for the two independent synaptic inputs. Input Site 1 was located at a distance of 5 m from the input Site 2. b, Distribution of amplitudes of calcium signals evoked by an activation of the input Site 1 (black) and Site 2 (gray) along the imaged dendritic section. The zero point was set to the input Site 1. c, Sample traces (10-point filtering) from the way (distances from the maximum of these traces, 0, 0.9, 1.4, 1.6, 2.2, 2. 7, 3.4, 3.8, 4.3, 4.9, 6.1, 6.7, 7 .5 m, in the order of decreasing amplitudes) of a spreading calcium wave after a synaptic activation of input Site 1. Note that the amplitudes of transients become smaller, whereas rise times become longer with distance (gray circles denote peaks). d, Mean peak amplitudes (amplitude, ⌬F/F ), decay time constants (, msec), and longitudinal size of compartments (size, m) of spreading calcium transients after synaptic activation of input Site 1 (n ϭ 5 stimulations; black bars) and input Site 2 (n ϭ 6 stimulations; gray bars). e, Distance dependence of rise times of synaptically activated calcium responses within the compartment. B, Cross-scanning of dendrites revealed similar sized compartments. a, White lines denote the scan positions in a maximal intensity projection image of the dendrite. b, Synaptic stimulation-evoked calcium transients (SYN) seemed to form compartments, whereas bAPs induced rather uniform responses in these positions. C, Distribution of amplitudes (⌬F/F, percentage) in the putative dendritic compartments (n ϭ 5 cells) after synaptic stimulation as a function of distance follows a Gaussian distribution and points to the site of the synaptic input. The largest synaptically induced ⌬F/F values are plotted at different distances from the center of synaptic activity. Size of the synaptic response compartment is provided by the of the Gaussian fit (5.9 Ϯ 0.3 m).
essential to overcome the filtering effect of long dendrites (Stricker et al., 1996; Magee and Cook, 2000; Williams and Stuart, 2002) . The range of soma distances in our experiments and the fact that calcium transients associated with spikes in the somatic recording were excluded from the analysis suggest that dendritic spikes did not interfere with the local calcium transients exhibiting distance dependence in our analysis.
Cell-type differences in endogenous calcium buffers
In layer 2/3 of the neocortex, calcium-binding capacity was found lower in pyramidal neurons than in interneurons, whereas the bAP-evoked dendritic calcium transients had smaller amplitudes in interneurons (Kaiser et al., 2001) . In our study, we went a step further in analyzing the effect of the larger calcium buffering in interneurons using Monte Carlo simulations. Although the digital filtering of the transient measured in pyramidal neurons was indicative of the possible role of endogenous calcium buffers, we found it insufficient for precise evaluation because of its lack of sensitivity to changes in rise time or geometrical constraints. Indeed, in pyramidal neurons, dendritic calcium dynamics depends on the surface/volume ratio in dendrites (Holthoff et al., 2002) . Therefore, we performed Monte Carlo simulations of calcium signaling in dendrites with special regard to the volume in which calcium transients were generated. The resulting model provided calcium transients that could mostly explain the differences between the recorded transients in pyramidal neurons and interneurons.
Calcium compartments of synaptic activity
We conclude that the approximate longitudinal size of the calcium compartment of single synaptic activity may extend over ϳ12-13 m of the dendrite length (on the basis of the value of the Gaussian fit). Despite the absence of spines in most dendritic sections, synaptic calcium responses seem to remain localized to compartments in neocortical interneuron dendrites (Goldberg et al., 2003a) . The size of the dendritic compartments of cortical interneurons was Ͻ15 m (Goldberg et al., 2003b) . In our experimental conditions, a fraction of these synapses probably did not function because of the degradation of innervation in the slice preparation, which probably contributed to the sharper separation of compartments. In our study, compartments were characterized with calcium transients of different decays, suggesting a different amount of calcium buffering or calcium extrusion mechanisms within a 15-20 m dendritic section. The higher calcium buffer capacity in interneurons may help the separation of compartments. Although there are examples for interneuron dendrites sparsely covered by excitatory inputs (Gulyas et al., 1999) , the separation of close synaptic inputs is not complete, because the calculated compartment length enables more than one synaptic contact even in sparsely innervated dendrites. Therefore, these compartments form a rather integrative unit for a group of synapses. Compartments of calcium responses to synaptic stimuli may associate to the overlapping domains of distinct AMPA receptor activation in interneuron dendrites (Walker et al., 2002; McBain, 2003) . Direct stimulation did not likely cause a compartment-like distribution of responses of dendritic calcium dynamics, because (1) cases with no failures were excluded from that analysis, (2) cases for spontaneous synaptic activity showed similar responses in the dendrite, and, finally, (3) in a different set of experiments, CNQX plus AP-5 could block the activity using the same stimulus parameters at a similar distance from the dendrite.
Summation of coincident activity in stratum radiatum interneurons Concurrent presynaptic and postsynaptic activation can induce LTP in synapses of pyramidal cells and can also produce supralinear summation in dendritic spines as a local and immediate mechanism contributing to LTP (Yuste and Tank, 1996) . In stratum radiatum interneurons, a heterosynaptic form of LTD could be induced with distinct requirements for induction from pyramidal neurons (McMahon and Kauer, 1997; McBain et al., 1999) . Here, we studied the summation of coincident bAP-evoked signals and synaptic responses in interneuron dendrites. Interestingly, in our study, dendritic shafts appeared to exhibit exclusively sublinear or linear summation during coincident synaptic activation and somatic action potential propagation. Sublinear responses can also detect coincident signals, increasing the computational power of the neuron. In a study by Koester and Sakmann (1998) , sublinear summation of calcium responses was observed when action potentials preceded subthreshold synaptic potentials, whereas the reverse order stimulations resulted in supralinear responses. In contrast, in cortical interneurons, supralinear summation of coincident bAPs and synaptic activity has been found in dendritic sections adjacent to sites of synaptic inputs (Goldberg et al., 2003a) . In agreement with our results, summation was linear at the synaptic site (Goldberg et al., 2003a) .
In conclusion, this study revealed some of the properties of dendrites of inhibitory interneurons in the stratum radiatum. GABAergic inhibition represents an effective tool to synchronize the output of principal excitatory neurons of the hippocampus (Freund and Buzsaky, 1996) . Therefore, dendritic integration in these interneurons has a major influence on the operation of the entire hippocampal neural network. Our finding that a distinct interplay between bAP-evoked and synaptic calcium responses exists in hippocampal interneurons supports the possibility of a separate regulation of the inhibitory and excitatory circuits by calcium mobilization within the hippocampus.
